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LUCÍA CARBALLAL
author
Lucía Carballal (1984) studied Dramaturgy in the “RESAD” School, the “Institut
del Teatre” in Barcelona and the “Universität der Künste” (University of Arts) in
Berlin. She has also participated in writing workshops taught by Theresia Walser,
Chantal Maillard and Simon Stephens, among others. She obtained the university
master’s degree in Cinema and TV Sript in the “Universidad Carlos III” in Madrid.
Her text Los temporales was presented last June in the “Princesa” Room of the
CDN (Candidate to the Max Award 2017 Revelation Authorship and Revelation
Show). Among her previous works, A España no la va a conocer ni la madre que
la parió, co-written with Víctor Sánchez Rodríguez (Finalist to the Max Awards
2017 Revelation Show); Personas habitables, chosen by the Program "Current
Dramaturgies" of INAEM; La noche sobria, ETC Internship of “La Cuarta
Pared”; Mejor historia que la nuestra, accésit “Marqués de Bradomín” and
finalist of the “Calderón de la Barca” Prize; Lotte goes liquid, Prize for the Best
Textual Theater Project of the “Institut del Teatre de Barcelona”; Los residentes
and the short piece Velar. She has also written adaptations of plays such as
Platonov by Chéjov or El misántropo by Molière. In 2015, she was chosen by the

CDN to participate in the international meeting of “Dramaturgia del Obrador
d'estiu” at the “Sala Beckett” in Barcelona.
She has developed feature film scripts with the filmmakers Chema de la Peña and
Ramón Salazar.
In 2016 she received the Art Scholarship of “El Pavón - Teatro Kamikaze”.

VÍCTOR SÁNCHEZ RODRÍGUEZ
Director
Víctor Sánchez Rodríguez (1985), licensed in Direction and Dramaturgy by
the “Institut del Teatre” in Barcelona and with a Master in Cultural
Management by the “Universitat de València”. He complements his
training with José Sanchis-Sinisterra, Paco Zarzoso, Joseph Danan, April
de Angelis (Royal Court), Alejandro Tan-tanian (South Panorama, Buenos
Aires), Matías Feldman, Alfredo Sanzol and Mark Ravenhill.
He started his professional career in Barcelona where he premiered Uns
amors, uns indrets, Caballos salvajes no me arrancarían de aquí with his
company Cavalls Teatre, and for which he was awarded with the INJUVE
Award for the best scenic proposal of 2011; and Escritos desde el fuego. In
2013, together with Teresa Juan and Silvia Valero, he founded the
company Wichita Co, the label with which he premiered Nosotros no nos
matamos con pistolas, a work with which he won the 2016 MAX Award
for Best Revelation Authoring, and also obtained a nomination to Best
Revelation Show in the same edition. In 2015 he directs and co-writes,

together with Lucía Carballal, A España no la va a conocer ni la madre que
la parió, also produced by Wichita Co, a work that reflects and draws
parallelisms between two moments of political change in the recent history
of Spain. The work receives a nomination for Best Revelation Show at the
Max 2017 Awards. In 2016 he directs Los Temporales, text by Lucía
Carballal, at the “Sala La Princesa” of the “Teatro María Guerrero”
(National Drama Center) within the cycle “Escritos en la escena”.
In 2017 he premieres at the “Teatro Español” Iván y los perros by Hattie
Naylor, produced by “La Pavana”. The play tells the story of Ivan
Mishukov, a Muscovite boy who survives on the street thanks to a herd of
dogs. The work, based on real events, has been released in several countries
in Europe and America.
In 2017 he is chosen to be part of the VI Actual Dramaturgies Program of
the INAEM.

Author’s comments
We live in a society of enthusiasm. Social networks, media and trends continually
urge us to show perpetual joy, and this joy is, perhaps, our greatest attraction to the
sight of others. However, we live in a medicalized country, with a high quota of
depression. It is not easy to make our dreams come true, or to feel the fullness of
which we brag. The question "what’s wrong with me?" is asked in solitude and in
silence, because sadness is today the greatest of taboos. What would happen if we
asked ourselves that question together, if we did it in the theater?
This work is a journey towards the origin. The origin of a perhaps inexplicable
grief. The sorrow of a woman, a family and a country, Spain, that tends to compare
and that often feels self-conscious and alone.
The Clarksons’ trip to America is the trip to an arcade, to the what happened to us,
to the moment when we stopped being those we wanted to be. A journey to the
wound starting at fantasy and humor.
We have all been absent from our lives, at some point, to go to our particular
Minnesota. That distant place, in which we sometimes lose ourselves, is brighter
than we imagine. We can enjoy the trip and then return.

Lucía Carballal

Director’s comments
Who hasn’t woken up one day and wished, while having breakfast, to live in a
different place, to conduct a different life, to be a different person?
Now imagine that you could have, that instead of living in Tetuán, in Torrefiel or
in l’Hospitalet de Llobegrat you could have lived in Minnesota and have had
fishing Sundays in the lake instead of vermouths and chicken at your grandma’s
house. Imagine that one of your parents was from another country and that you, at
some point, at any point, could have started a new life away from the unsatisfactory
present that surrounds you. Wouldn’t it tempt you?
"All happy families look alike; the unfortunates are each in their own way," reads
the known quote by Ana Karenina. The misfortune of the Clarksons, the family of
women in this work, is an identity misfortune. They are not like the others, the
neighbors of a popular and Latin Tetuan where people try to live the grayness of
their lives with joy. They could have had an American life, but it diluted, just as
dreams diluted when the progenitor, Warren Clarkson, abandoned them.
The Clarksons are a pioneer but abandoned family, and on that abandonment, they
tried to rebuild their lives, but the wound of the first-born, Linda Clarkson, has
never quite closed... How can her mind not go to the Great Lakes and sequoia
forests during the asphyxiating hot summers of Madrid? She knows English, she
is half American, she could have had 4th of July in Venice Beach instead of October
12th with goat at the Castellana.
And the thing is that... what Spanish person didn’t want, at some point in his life,
to stop being Spanish? (I avoid thinking about those who hang so many flags from
their balconies lately). Did Spain try to be more American with its liberal
democracy, with its entry into NATO, with its Rota and Torrejón bases? Was the
“Movida Madrileña” nothing more than a way of saying: “hey, we also deserve
counterculture and colored hairs and angel dust”? Do we not dance in the
“Primavera” and in the “FIB” music festivals to the same chords as British,
American and French?
And now ... have they not abandoned us with the deceleration and the recession?
Doesn’t Manolo Escobar sound again instead of Bruce Springsteen? Hurray Spain
instead of Born in the USA?
I don’t know if Tolstoi's appointment can be extrapolated to the nation-states, is
there any happy country? But each country is unhappy in its own way. Our

misfortune, like that of the Clarksons, is also identity. What the hell is Spain? I
don’t know, but we definitely have a huge space where we can rebuild.
The Clarksons, on the other hand, only have one apartment and a handful of stores
in Cuatro Caminos, but that's what they have, that's what it is. Although it also has
America, the USA, and there will they travel to see if America still remembers
them.

CRISTINA MARCOS
actress
Licensed in Spanish Philology by the
“Universidad Autónoma de Madrid”, she studied
acting in Cristina Rota’s School. She has also
studied voice and singing and has continued to
learn along with professionals such as Agustín
Alezzo, John Strasberg, Néstor Muzo or Will
Keen.

CINEMA
2011 “Matar a un niño”. Short film directed
by José Esteban Alenda.
• 2010 “Pájaros de papel”. Directed by Emilio
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aragón.
2009 “La Isla Interior”. Directed by Félix Sabroso and Dunia Ayaso.
2008 “Fuera de carta”. Directed by Nacho G.Velilla.
2008 “A golpe de tacón”. Shortfilm directed by Amanda Castro.
2006 “Alatriste”. Directed by Agustín Díaz Yanes.
2001 “Sin noticias de Dios”. Directed by Agustín Díaz Yanes.
1998 “Insomnio”. Directed by Chus Gutiérrez.
1997 “Mamá es boba”. Directed by Santiago Lorenzo.
1996 “Corazón Loco”. Directed by Antonio del Real.
1995 “Pon un hombre en tu vida”. Directed by Eva Lesmes.
1994 “Entre rojas”. Directed by Azucena Rodríguez.
1994 “Todos los hombres sois iguales”. Directed by Manuel Gómez Pereira.
1993 “La ardilla roja”. Directed by Julio Medem.
1992 “La reina anónima”. Directed by Gonzalo Suárez.
1992 “El infierno prometido”. Directed by Juan Manuel Chumilla.
1991 “Tierra fría”. Directed by Antonio Campos.
1990 “Tacones lejanos”. Directed by Pedro Almodóvar.
1989 “Continental”. Directed by Xavier Villaverde.

•
•
•
•

1988 “Al acecho”. Directed by Gerardo Herrero.
1988 “Oficio de muchachos”. Directed by Carlos Romero Marchen.
1981 “La próxima estación”. Directed by Antonio Mercero.
1980 “Maravillas”. Directed by Manuel Gutiérrez Aragón.

TELEVISION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Cuéntame”. Ganga Producciones
“Pulsaciones”. Directed by Emilio Aragón. Globomedia.
“El Internado”. Globomedia
“Aida”. Television series.
“Mobbing”. TV Movie. Directed by Sonia Sánchez.
“Javier ya no vive solo”. Directed by Jesús Rodrigo and María Cereceda.
“El grupo”. Directed by Juan Carlos Cueto and Ana Maroto.
“Un chupete para ella”. Directed by Julio Sánchez Valdés.
“Mar de dudas”. Directed by Manuel Gómez Pereira.
“Villarriba, Villabajo”. Directed by Luis García Berlanga and Josecho San
Mateo.
“La Regenta”. Directed by Fernando Méndez Leite.
“Hablando claro”. Directed by Manuel Valverde.
“Hasta luego cocodrilo”. Directed by Alfonso Ungría.
“La mujer feliz”. Directed by José Miguel Ganga.
“El Olivar de Atocha”. Directed by Carlos Serrano.

THEATRE
•
•
•
•

2013 “La Monja Alférez”. Domingo Miras. Directed by Juan Carlos Rubio.
CDN.
2013 “ReinaMora/Alma de Dios”. Carlos Arniches and Enrique García Álvarez.
Directed by Jesús Castejón. Teatro de la Zarzuela.
2011/2012 “La Escuela de la Desobediencia”. Paco Bezerra. Directed by Luis
Luque
2008 “El Rey Lear”. William Shakespeare. Directed by Gerardo Vera. CDN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2004/2007 “El Método Grönholm”. Jordi Galcerán. Directed by Tamzin
Townsend.
2003/2004 “Historia de una escalera”. Antonio Buero Vallejo. Directed by Juan
Carlos Pérez de la Fuente. CDN.
1999/200 “Entre bobos anda el juego”. Rojas Zorrilla. Directed by Gerardo
Malla. Compañía Nacional de Teatro Clásico.
1998/1999 “Ricardo III”. William Shakespeare. Directed by John Strasberg.
1996 “El desdén con el desdén”. Agustín de Moreto. Directed by Jesús Cracio.
1993 “Travesía”. Written and directed by Fermín Cabal.
1992 “Morirás de otra cosa”. Written and directed by Manuel Gutiérrez Aragón.
CDN.
1989 “Así que pasen cinco años”. Federico García Lorca. Directed by Miguel
Narros.

PRIZES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nominated to a Goya Prize as Best Supporting Actress for her role in Tacones
Lejanos.
Goya Prize to the Best Leading Actress for her role in Todos los hombres sois
iguales.
Prize to the Best Leading Actress at the International Film Festival of Punta
del Este for her role in Todos los hombres sois iguales.
Prize Fipa de Oro as Best Actress at the Niza Film Festival for her role in La
Regenta.
Prize from the Actors Union 1995 to the Best Supporting Actress for her role
in La Regenta.
Prize to the Best Actress in 1998 at the Comedy Film Festival of Peñíscola for
her role in Corazón Loco and Insomnio.
Fotogramas de Plata 2000 to the Best Televisión Actress for her role in Un
chupete para ella and El grupo.
Prize La Galería to the Best Interpretation, given by the Alcalá de Henares
Film Festival, for her role in Mamá es boba.
Prize from the Actors Union 2006 to the Best Supporting Actress in Theatre
for her role in El Método Grönholm.

CÉSAR CAMINO
actor

Television Series
2009-2014 “Los misterios de
Laura”
• 2006 “Hospital Central”
• 2013 “Frágiles”
• 2015 “Aquí paz y después
gloria”
• 2011 “Plaza de España”
•

•
•
•
•
•

2010 “Impares Premium”
2009 “Bicho malo (nunca muere)”
2009 “Generación DF”
2008-2010 “La tira
2008 “Impares”

Television Programs
•
•

2005 “Agitación + IVA”
2009 “Saturday Night Live”

CINEMA
•
•
•

2008 “Sexykiller”
2003 “La fiesta”
2007 “20-N: Los últimos días de Franco”

THEATRE
•
•
•

2014 “El nombre”. Directed by Gabriel Olivares
2013 “Una semana, nada más”. Directed by Gabriel Olivares
2013 “La Caja”. Directed by Gabriel Olivares

•

2011 “Burundanga”. Directed by Gabriel Olivares

SHORT FILMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Siete cafés por semana”. Juana Macías. Winner of a Goya Prize 2001.
“DVD”. Ciro Altabás
“Se quedan a cenar”. Carlos Villaverde
“A solas”. Javier Rubio
“Gran Vía AM/PM”. Juana Macías
“Hueles a fudrón”. Jesús Monroy
“Los anillos de Saturno”. Manuel Sanabria

Vicky Luengo
actress
She started studying musical theatre at the age of
9 in the Memory School of Barcelona. Later, she
studied at the Theatre School of Barcelona and
participated in workshops with Macarena Pombo
at the “Central de Cine” and with Fernando
Piernas in Madrid.

THEATRE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Ivànov”. Directed by Alex Rigola
“Història”. Directed by Pau Roca
“Vilafranca, un dinar de festa major”. Directed by Jordi Casanovas
“Las niñas no deberían jugar al fútbol”. Directed by Marta Buchaca
“El joc de l’amor i de l’atzar”. Directed by Josep Mª Flotats
“IAIA”. Directed by Roger Peña
“Una historia catalana”. Directed by Jordi Casanovas
“Orquestas Club Virgina”. Directed by Manolo Iborra
“Volveremos a hablar esta noche”. Directed by Jaime Palacios
(microtheatre)
• “Plastilina”. Directed by Marta Angelat

TELEVISION
• La Riera, Pere Puig
• Camping Paradis (TF 1. France) Didier Albert
• El don de Alba Belén Macías

•
•
•
•
•

Homicidios Alberto Ruiz Rojo
La pecera de Eva Rodrigo Sorogoyen
TAGS (TV3 Program)
Hospital Central José Luis García Berlanga
El cor de la ciutat

CINEMA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Las leyes de la termodinámica, Mateo Gil
Os fillos do sol (TVMovie), Ramón Costafreda
Blue Rai, Pedro Barbero Abreu
Barcelona, nit d’hivern, Dani de la Orden
Wax (Short) Víctor Matellano
Lágrimas Azules (Short) Carlos de Cózar
Born Claudio Zulian
El Cubata Detonante (Short) Almudena Monzú
La salaó (TV Movie) Jesús Font
La Trinca (TV Movie) Joaquím Oristrell
Carmen (France) Jacques Malaterre
El pacto (TV Movie) Fernando Colomo
Rumors Óscar Aibar

PRIZES
Prize to the best leading actress for “Born” in the New York International
Festival 2015.

ESTHER ISLA
actress
Licensed in 2013 in the textual
interpretation specialty by the Royal
Superior School of Dramatic Arts, she is
also certified in interpretation by “La
Manada Escuela” and in Dramatic Arts
by “La Cuarta Pared”.

THEATRE
• “Por toda la Hermosura”, Nieves Rodríguez. Director: Manuel
Bañez. CENTRO DRAMÁTICO NACIONAL
• “La lástima”, Ignacio del Moral. TEATRO ESPAÑOL. Dramaturgy
Tournament.
• “Tóxic”. Palacio de la prensa. Director: Pedro Entrena.
• “Casa de dos puertas mala es de guardar”. Calderón de la
Barca. Teatro Carlos III de Aranjuez. Director: Victor Manuel Dogar:
• “No hay burlas con el amor”. TEATROS DEL CANAL. Director:
Victor Manuel Dogar “Todo Cristal”. TEATRO KAMIKAZE. Director:
Paula Iwasaki.
• “Tartufo, el impostor”. Venezia Teatro. Director: José Ramón GómezFriha. Teatro Fernán Gómez.
• “Los desvaríos del veraneo”. Goldoni. Director: José Ramón GómezFriha. Teatro Infanta Isabel
• “Más cerca (dos) que lejos)”. I Theatre and Social Transformation
Workshops. Sala Valle-Inclán. Director: Agustina de Aragón.
• “Estados de Shock” by Sam Shepard. Director: Josete Corral. Resad.
• “El crimen de Lord Arthur Saville” by Oscar Wilde. Director: África
Hurtado.

PRIZES
Finalist at the XX edition of the Max Prizes as Best Supporting Actress for
“Tartufo, el impostor”.

SINOPSIS

In a forest in Minnesota (USA), next to an old rented caravan, is Linda. She
is accompanied by her mother, Paloma; and her little sister, Robin Rose. It's
the Clarkson family. A Spanish family. They have traveled there to
reconnect with Warren: the American man Paloma fell in love with in
Madrid during the eighties, Linda's and Robin Rose’s father. The man who
promised them an American life, but then abandoned them when Linda was
ten years old, and returned to his country of origin without leaving any
trace other than his memory and an Anglo-Saxon surname.
Once the idea of family was truncated, as well as linked to the idea of
America, the drift of the Clarkson family began, now converted into a
reference of modernity in a popular neighborhood of Madrid. But to what
extent does the absent American still determine their destiny, even twenty

years later? Linda has decided to settle accounts with him in order to
rewrite her own future, dragging her surroundings into a past forest that
they didn’t want to hear or talk about. Her mother, Paloma, will try to
protect her - and protect herself - from an overly dangerous encounter,
while her little sister, Robin Rose, struggles to stay out of a duel with
which she doesn’t identify. On the other hand, Levi, Linda's boyfriend, will
try to value his relationship, against a more powerful absentee than him.
Is it possible to meet the past? Can this meeting draw a different present for
this family? To what extent is one’s wound the most valuable trait of what
one is now?
An American Life is a drama about the uselessness of pain, also a comedy
about melancholy. A way to ask who we would be if that hadn’t happened
to us, and what we are missing while trying to find the answer.

CHARACTERS
Paloma
Paloma has lived in the Madrid neighbourhood of Tetuán since she was 20 years
old and her parents passed her on an apartment and several commercial premises.
Not long after that, in the eighties, she met the American for whom she lost her
head and with whom she had two daughters, Linda and Rose, although he never
corresponded to her love nor to her expectations of building a family. She also tells
about that explosive period in which her illusion was to open her own business (a
shop of American dresses).

When Warren left, the disappointment gave way to a huge void. It was then that
Paloma changed radically, giving herself over to the task of accepting reality: of
being a single mother of two daughters, rebuilding a broken family, assuming love
and vital failure. She then left the idea of building a company of her own and
started renting her premises to the Latin people who are permanently opening new

businesses in the neighborhood. It is in this activity that she found a source of selfesteem - Paloma denotes a clear feeling of superiority over foreigners - and also
where she discovered a supply of love and companionship. Currently, her partner
is Gladis, a Peruvian hairdresser who rents one of the premises. She is
uncomfortable in her new skin, but she assumes it: it is the best she has been able
to do, maybe the best she can aspire to.
The current Paloma is built on the denial of the story with the American. After all,
the joint family project was more the result of her imagination and obstinacy. She
would like to forget it. However, her daughters are living and present proofs of
that failure. Linda needs exactly the opposite of oblivion. For her, it is urgent to
know her origin, to understand her own story. Paloma, deep down aware of her
responsibility in that sense, devotes herself body and soul to caring for and
protecting her daughter, avoiding at all costs immersing herself in the truth and in
her own pain.

Linda
Like many people of her generation, Linda is a woman adrift, immersed in a lack
of desire and desperately looking for a point of reference, an objective, something
to hold on to. In her case, this drift is extreme, coming to be diagnosed as
depressive.
She doesn’t have a clear vocation that guides her, nor the tenacity and discipline
necessary to support any job that allows her to become independent. At 30, she
still lives with her mother in the Tetuán neighborhood, trying her luck with
different trash jobs that she quickly abandons or from which she is fired. A recent
fondness for writing (stories for children) only serves to underscore her lack of
productivity. She has a relationship with Levi, older than her. She loves him and
tries to stay by his side, but she feels unable to meet his serious expectations. She
has never had a relationship that exceeded the category of "affaire". In these brief
stories, she often hides her sadness and difficulties to perform activities
"normally", so the long term and the routine to which this obliges, are unbearable
to her.

Following a suicide attempt,
which she denies to others,
Linda decides to look for her
father. She overturns the
expectation of "healing" on this
encounter, she feels that at the
moment
of
abandonment
something went wrong and she
has the fantasy that a
reconciliation, perhaps an
explanation, could correct her erratic course. For her it is a meeting of life or death.
If it goes well, she will be saved. But if it goes wrong, the fall could be lethal.
The illusion of reunion gives Linda a childish aura, but it is precisely in her goal
that her strength lies: of all of them, she is the only member of the family with the
courage to face the wound shared by all, although the idea that Linda is the only
one affected by the abandonment has also been accepted. She drags her mother
and sister to that past forgotten, or silenced, by both.

Levi
Levi is a man looking for a place in Linda's life.
Before meeting her, he was someone committed to his role as husband and father,
an office worker who lost vital stability when starting a relationship with Linda. A
relationship that somehow revolutionized him completely, connecting him with
love and desire, to the point of leaving his wife to be with her.
Once the relationship between the two of them abandons the obscure and sporadic
clandestine encounters to emerge towards the light of reality and routine, Linda
begins to distance herself from him, at the same time that Levi strives to build with
her the impossible: a life of a stable couple. He is deeply in love with her, but he
perceives her as someone absent whom it is difficult to grasp. He ignores the depth
of her sadness and how difficult it is for her to make a commitment to someone.
His relationship with Linda is sustained in the memory of their first months
together, in the hope that the girl he met - and for whom he left everything - will
reappear.
The trip to the United States is an attempt by Levi to occupy the role he believes
will correspond to him at an important moment for Linda. To be forgotten and
separated from her inner journey will help him to penetrate Linda's shadow and
know the real dimension of her inability to love him.

In the absence of the father- who doesn’t appear in the work- Levi will
involuntarily occupy his place, becoming the support of Paloma in the trip and
providing the family with images of his past - an idealized past - in which there
was stability and clan rituality.

Robin Rose
Born with the name of Rose, she decided to add the
first neutral name, Robin (valid for men and
women), inspired by the theories of non-binary
gender that currently broke through in the United
States, and with which some theorists predict the
future of the gender identity, increasingly separated
from the man-woman binomial. In the context of that
youthful fascination, her androgynous aspect and the
search for a new language that is not connoted in
terms of gender are explained.
Robin finds in this "tribe" an exciting alternative to
the previous Rose: she is no longer that neighborhood girl attached to her older
sister and raised by her in the duel.
After all, Rose doesn’t even remember the man her father was or the family life
before his departure. The moment she stops accompanying her sister in pain, a
schism occurs between them. She has left her behind. If Robin has accompanied
Linda on the trip to the United States, it is because her mother has asked for it,
aware of how important it is for her. But she doesn’t share her sister's expectations.
In Linda's eyes, Robin's disinterest in knowing her father is only a strategy to hide
her wound, just as she considers the gender issue to be the result of the trauma
caused by him. This reading irritates Robin and pushes her away from her sister,
whom she considers a burden. Robin refuses to understand drift or indeterminacy
as a problem. Quite the contrary, she claims it as a vital choice.
At different moments of the work small cracks will open in Robin's attitude, and
we will be allowed to question to what extent her impassivity is real.

LAZONA
Created in 2003, LAZONA’s intention has always been to develop projects of all
genres, both commercially fruitful and of cultural or artistic importance. This
means a combination of consolidated talent with emerging talent.
In 2004 it premiered El otro lado de la cama directed by Josep María Mestres.
This work was followed by productions such as Gá-Gá (winner of two Max
awards) and J'arrive, by choreographer Marta Carrasco, El sueño de una noche de
verano, directed by Tamzin Townsend, with musical direction by Antonio
Carmona, Cyrano de Bergerac, by John Strassberg, and Baraka, directed by JoSep Maria Mestres.
Since 2008 it has premiered productions like ¿Estás ahí?, Piedras en los bolsillos,
Días estupendos, written and directed by Alfredo Sanzol, Tartufo, El manual de la
buena esposa, Las criadas or Locos por el té.
In 2015 it premiered La piedra oscura, directed by Pablo Messiez, which has
received five Max Awards (Best theater show, Best theatrical authorship, Best
stage direction, Best stage design and Best lighting design), Más apellidos vascos,
directed by Gabriel Olivares, and Tamaño familiar, directed by Quino Falero.
In 2015, Teatro de la Ciudad was created as the union of the Kamikaze, Siamese
and LAZONA producing companies, and the directors Alfredo Sanzol, Miguel del
Arco and Andrés Lima. An ambitious project that, after conducting workshops and
meetings, culminated in the tragedies Antígona, Medea and Edipo Rey and whose
work has been recognized with the Max Award for the Best Private Production of
Performing Arts. In 2017 the project continues with Sueño, by Andrés Lima, and
La ternura, by Alfredo Sanzol.
That same year it created LAZONAKUBIK, an innovative space that promotes
research projects and supports playwrights, dramatists, directors and emerging
directors. The projects developed within it have been Hard Candy, with Julián
Fuentes, Fortune Cookie, with Carlota Ferrer, Nora, with Lucía Miranda, and
Beautiful Beach, with Antonio Ruz.

In 2016 it premiered at La Abadía Theater La respiración, written and directed by
Alfredo Sanzol (Max Award for Best theatrical author and Best Leading actress)
Miguel de Molina al desnudo, by Ángel Ruiz (Max Award for Best Leading
Actor), and Cáscaras vacías, by the directors Magda Labarga and Laila Ripoll.
In March of the same year, it presented the I Draft of Dramaturgies in order to
disseminate texts that haven’t been premiered among the professionals of the
scene. In May / June 2017, it organized the first Dramaturgy Tournament at the
Spanish Theatre in Madrid.

